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Abstract. We describe an approach for distributed access control policies that is based
on a nonmonotonic semantics and the use of logic programming for policy specifica-
tion and the evaluation of access requests. Our approach allows assertions of relevance
to access control to be made by individual agents or on a community-based level and
different strengths of testimonial warrant may be distinguished by using various logical
operators. We describe a form of ASP that allows for remote access request evaluation
and we discuss a DLV-based implementation of our approach.

1 Introduction

We address an aspect of a basic form of “the” access control problem, of specifying and
deciding who (which principals) have what type of access privileges on what resources.

In this paper, our focus is on a nonmonotonic approach to access control in distributed
computing contexts. In this case, the specification of policies and answers to requests, by
principals to access a resource, often involve representing and computing with incomplete
forms of information. For example, a principal identified by the key Kα may request read
access to Kβ’s “special offers” file but without Kβ necessarily knowing enough itself about
Kα to determine, with confidence, what response to provide toKα’s request. Nonmonotonic
reasoning is important in this context. In our example scenario, an atomic consequence like
authorized(Kα, read, special offers) may need to be retracted if additional information
becomes known about Kα. Similarly, a “standard” certificate, used in distributed access
control, has the semantics [6]: “This certificate is good until the expiration date. Unless, of
course, you hear that it has been revoked.” The “unless” part highlights an inherent non-
monotonicity. The expiration of a certificate’s validity period may also be viewed as being
“temporally nonmonotonic” [4].

The novelty of our contribution is to be understood in terms of our description, in logic
programming terms, of a community view of socially constructed testimonial warrant and
the adoption of a coherence-based semantics, i.e., a community of asserters reach a coherent
view on the assertions made by a community.

We adopt a conceptual model that includes four main types of entities: resources, accep-
tors, oracles and contributors. Assertions are contributed by community members to oracles
that are then used by acceptors, of an oracle’s assertions, to evaluate requests to access re-
sources that are controlled by the acceptors. Oracles are repositories that store community
assertions; oracles are used by a community as long as they serve the community in terms of
making assertions that are valuable in deciding access requests. The principals that request
access to resources that are protected by acceptors may be viewed as a fifth key sort of agent
in our our framework. The approach that we describe in this paper also extends our previous
work on meta-models for access control [1], which is based on exploiting the notion of a
category (see below) for developing a unified view of access control. The main focus in this



work is to describe a novel ASP-based implementation of our approach that makes use of
externally defined predicates.

The rest of this paper is organized thus. In Section 2, we describe the foundational de-
tails on which our approach is based. In Section 3, we consider implementation details. In
Section 4, conclusions are drawn and further work is suggested.

2 Access Control Policies in ASP

In this section, we briefly introduce the key syntactic and semantic concepts that we use.
The main sorts of constants in the (non-empty) universe of discourse that we assume are:
A countable set C of categories, where c0, c1, . . . are (strings) used to denote arbitrary cat-
egory identifiers; A countable set P of principals, where p0, p1, . . . are used to identify
users, organizations, processes, . . . ; A countable set Σ ⊆ P of sources of testimonial war-
rant, where s0, s1, . . . are (strings) used to denote arbitrary sources; A countable set A of
named atomic actions, where a0, a1, . . . are (strings) used to denote arbitrary action identi-
fiers; A countable setR of resource identifiers, where r0, r1, . . . denote arbitrary resources;
r(t1, . . . , tn) is an arbitrary n-place relation that represents an “information resource” where
ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a term (a term is a function, a constant or a variable).

Informally, a category is any of several fundamental and distinct classes or groups to
which entities may be assigned (cf. [1]). The categories of interest, for what we propose, are
application-specific and determined by usage (individual, community or universal) rather
than by necessary and sufficient conditions. A community will define categories in terms of
a chosen vocabulary. Named categories like trusted, highly trusted, untrusted, . . . may
be community accepted terms or each community member can define its own categories,
which may then be referred to within the community. In all cases, the community decides
the language it uses (cf. “vocabulary agreements” [5]). Our adoption of a community-based
vocabulary is consistent with our view of community-based assertion-making.

The language in terms of which we specify access control policies is centered on four
theory-specific predicates, pca, pcas, arca and par, which have following meanings: pca(p, c)
iff the principal p ∈ P is assigned to the category c ∈ C; pcas(p, c, s) iff the member s ∈ Σ
asserts that the principal p ∈ P is assigned to the category c ∈ C; arca(a, r, c) iff the priv-
ilege of performing action a ∈ A on resource r ∈ R is assigned to the category c ∈ C;
par(p, a, r) iff the principal p ∈ P is authorized to perform the action a ∈ A on resource
r ∈ R. The extension of par is defined in terms of arca and pca by the following rule:
∀p∀a∀r∀c((arca(a, r, c) ∧ pca(p, c)) → par(p, a, r))which reads as: “If a principal p is
assigned to a category c to which the privilege to perform action a on resource r has been
assigned, then p is authorized to perform the a action on r”.

In addition to pca, pcas, arca and par, we add “counting operators” ranging over the pca
predicate and with a semantics that may be informally understood as follows: 2(pca(p, c))
is “true” iff every source of testimonial warrant in a community Σ “says” (or supports) that
principal p is assigned to category c (i.e., pca(p, c)); ♦(pca(p, c)) is “true” iff some source of
testimonial warrant in Σ “says” pca(p, c); M(pca(p, c)) is “true” iff the majority of sources
of testimonial warrant in Σ “say” pca(p, c).

In addition, we introduce into our language a particular operator @ for external queries
over remote knowledge bases such that ϕ @ ω intuitively reads as: “At remote source ω, ϕ
is true”, where ϕ can be either a literal or an aggregate function.

For the specification of the access control policies that we will introduce, we use stan-
dard ASP syntax with aggregate functions (in the sense of [2]). An aggregate function has



the form f(S) where S is a set, and f is a function name from the set of function names
{#count,#sum,#max,#min,#times}.

Definition 1 (Access Control Policy). An access control policy is a set of ASP rules of the
form h ← b1, . . . , bn where, h is a literal L or a counting operator applied to an instance
of ©pca( , ) with © ∈ {2,3,M} and; bi := (not)L | ©pca( , ) | L @ ω | Lg ≺1

f(S) ≺2 Rg | Lg ≺1 f(S) @ ω ≺2 Rg;

We recall that Lg ≺1 f(S) ≺2 Rg is an aggregate atom where f(S) is an aggregate
function, ≺1,≺2∈ {=, <,≤, >,≥}; and Lg and Rg (called left guard, and right guard,
respectively) are terms.

As is conventional, variables in rules appear in the upper case; constants are in the lower
case. We also restrict attention to policies that are defined as a finite set of safe (locally)
stratified clauses. This means that our access control policies have a unique answer set.

We use aggregates in our approach and comparison operators on the numbers of sources
of testimonial warrant to allow acceptors to specify flexibly the required degrees of testimo-
nial support for access. We adopt features of the DLV language [3] for our purposes.

3 Implementation

In this section we present secommunity, an implementation of our framework in the DLV
system. We first show how to represent, using DLV syntax, the operators presented through-
out the paper. We then give a brief description of our system and we discuss some perfor-
mance measures for it. In what follows, DLV code fragments are presented using monospace
font. Henceforth, we view acceptors, oracles and contributors as DLV knowledge bases
(KBs).

The implementation of our modal operators makes use of counting functions, to wit:

box(pca(P, C)):- pcas( , P, C)),#count{X : pcas(X, P, C), source(X)} = R,
#count{Y : source(Y)} = R.

diamond(pca(P, C)):- pcas(X, P, C), source(X).
majority(pca(P, C)):- pcas( , P, C),#count{X : pcas(X, P, C), source(X)} = R1,

#count{Y : source(Y)} = R2, R3 = R2/2, R1 > R3.

Notice that the definition of modal operators is based on pcas relationships issued by con-
tributor sources of testimonial warrant.

3.1 Querying external sources

To represent the distributed aspect of our approach, we defined in DLV-Complex1 two ex-
ternal predicates (also called built-ins):

– #at(IP, G) which reads as: “At the remote DLV source indexed by IP, G holds.”
– #f at(IP, {P : Conj}, PX), which has several readings depending on the aggregate

function f:
• If f = count, then PX is unified with the value V, the sum of the elements in
{P : Conj} at the remote DLV source indexed by IP, i.e., #count{P : Conj} = V.

• If f = sum, then PX is unified with the value V representing the sum of numbers in
the set {P : Conj} at the remote DLV source indexed by IP, i.e., #sum{P : Conj} = V.

1 https://www.mat.unical.it/dlv-complex



• If f = times, then PX is unified with the value V representing the product of num-
bers in the set {P : Conj} at the remote DLV source indexed by IP, i.e., #times{P : Conj} = V.

• If f = min (resp. f = max), then PX is unified with the value V representing the min-
imum (resp. maximum) element in the set {P : Conj}, i.e, #max{P : Conj} = V.

pca(p, c):-#at(“192.16.8.0.1”, pca(p, c))

C++ Client

Remote Knowledge Base

Server

Local Knowledge Base

1

pca(p,c)?

dlv KB ∪ {:- pca(p,c)}

result

true/false

2

3

4

56

Fig. 1. Evaluation of #at

For each external predicate (e.g., #at, #count at) we associated a C++ program that
queries the remote knowledge base indexed by IP . In Figure 1, we illustrate the execu-
tion cycle of the evaluation of #at(“192.16.8.0.1”, pca(p, c)) which can be resumed as
follows:

– (1) When DLV has to evaluate whether #at(“192.16.8.0.1”, pca(p, c)) holds or not it
performs a call to an external C++ function called client.

– (2) The server associated with the remote source is then contacted by the client, which
asks whether pca(p, c) is in the answer set of the remote KB.

– (3) The server receives the request and checks locally whether the KB extended with
constraint :- pca(p, c) is contradictory , which means that pca(p, c) is in the answer
set of KB.

– (4,5,6) The corresponding result is then forwarded back to the client which assigns true
to #at(“192.16.8.0.1”, pca(p, c)) iff pca(p, c) holds at remote KB.

pca(p, c):-#count at(“IP”, “S : pcas(S, p, c1)”, PX), PX > n

C++ Client

Remote Knowledge Base

Server

Local Knowledge Base

1

#count{S: pcas(S,p,c1)} > n

dlv KB ∪ {result(X) :- #count{S: pcas(S,p,c1)}=X}

result(m)

PX=m

2
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56

Fig. 2. Evaluation of #count

In Figure 2 we illustrate the execution cycle of the evaluation of

#count at(“IP”, “S : pcas(S, p, c1)”, PX), PX > n



The steps are similar to those in Figure 1 with the exception that when DLV has to evaluate
whether #count at(“IP”, “S : pcas(S, p, c1)”, PX), PX > n holds or not it has to query
the remote KB (located at IP) to know the number of elements in the set {S : pcas(S, p, c1)}
and then it must check whether this number is greater than n.

A working implementation (for Linux and Windows platforms) of secommunity with
source code, documentation and examples is available at

http://www.di.unito.it/∼genovese/tools/secommunity/secommunity.html

3.2 Tests and Results

In order to assess the overhead caused by the evaluation of external predicates, we studied
the relationship between execution time and the number of external predicates necessary to
evaluate a given rule. In particular, we consider the evaluation of rules of type

(Tn) pca(p, c) :- #at(IP, pca(p, c))1, . . . ,#at(IP, pca(p, c))n

In Figure 3 we report the main results of our experiments2. We plot the average and
standard deviation of the time (in milliseconds) needed to evaluate 30 runs of rules T(i·5)
with 1 ≤ i ≤ 20. We note that the time to compute in DLV-Complex Tn grows linearly in
n, while the standard deviation is due to network latency in the server’s responses.

The performance measures offer some evidence to suggest that our approach is scalable
for realistic applications.
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Fig. 3. Scalability of External Predicates

4 Conclusions and Further Work

We have argued for a community-based approach for testimonial warrant in deciding ac-
cess requests. We briefly described a policy specification language that include operators

2 We conduct our tests on the WAN of University of Torino, the client is a Mac Book Pro with a Intel
Core 2 Duo, 4 GB of RAM running Mac OS X 10.6.5. As a server we used a Linux workstation
with AMD Athlon, 2 GB of RAM running Ubuntu 10.4.



for describing unanimity of view in a community (via 2), the existence of some contribu-
tor asserting φ (3φ) and a majority operator M (which can be variously interpreted). We
described how the framework that we defined can be represented in logic programming
terms and we described an ASP-based implementation of our approach. We also presented
some performance measures for an implementation of our approach that offer evidence of
its scalability. We also note that although our focus has been on describing an approach for
distributed access control, our proposal may be used in a variety of different application
scenarios.

In this paper, we have been concerned with describing the implementation details for the
secommunity framework that we have briefly outlined. In future work, we intend to develop
the access control material that has not been our focus in this paper. On that, we propose
to consider community membership issues (e.g., how to address the effects of changes to
the community) and a richer delegation framework. Another matter for further work is to
consider community disagreements. Oracles may introspectively reflect on the knowledge
they possess with a view to resolving “conflicts” or “disagreements” within a community
of contributors. Thus far, we have only considered a “democratic” form of community in
which every contributor’s assertions have the same weight. Accommodating variable mea-
sures of authority in terms of the assertions that contributors make to the community view is
another issue that requires further investigation. The implications of accommodating these
extensions in a logic programming context and in nonmonotonic policy specifications will
also be matters for future work.
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